Tre Lag Stevne Tour ‐ Holliday Inn Austin, MN 8‐11 Aug. 2018

1.

The Hormel Institute:

A world Class Cancer Institute. Tour takes about 1 hour 15 Min.
Includes a film in the 1 part of tour, walking required about 2 blocks. Fee $4.50 per person.
Would have to split group of 70 persons.
st

2.

Hormel Historic Home: Discover the stately 14 room home of the George H. Hormel
family. Built 1871. Guided tour takes about 1 hour. Has 2 floors with stairs. Has a Peace
Garden in the rear of property. Fee $5.50.

3.

Wind Farm Tour:

Learn about multiple wind farms in the area, with over 1500 wind
turbines total. About half hour ride one way. The present a video about the construction and
operation, start and stop a turbine. Video room has room for 55 seated rest would have to
stand. The Convention Center person said groups love the tour. Fee‐ $ ‐ Free.

4.

Austin City Tour: Guided,

Learn about the quirky sites that might merit further attention Ie.
The largest Doughnut, and receive a Spam Cook book. Fee $ 3.00.

5.

Spam Museum:

Free Admission, with exhibits, guided by Spam‐bassadores, etc. Note:
Opens at 10:00 A.M. on Saturday, gift shop earlier. They would like to know in advance on how
many will be visiting so they would have enough guides and samples at the end of tour.

6.

Transportation:

Cavalier Coaches out of Albert Lea, MN for 8 Aug. 2018. Coach with A/C
and toilet 55 passenger, $695.00. School buses for 60 passengers, no A/C $450.00 each. Would
need to reserve at least 1 week in advance. Contact: Darlene at 507‐373‐1467. Rochester City
Lines: For 2 54 seat buses at $500. Each. Which is cheaper than the Coaches that Cavalier is
offering. Phone: 507 288 4353.
What is our budget on this tour? If we go out of Austin we will need a coach type bus, in
town possibly get by with school buses.

